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Electron Spin–Lattice Relaxation Rates for High-Spin Fe(III) Complexes
in Glassy Solvents at Temperatures between 6 and 298 K
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The temperature dependence of spin–lattice relaxation rates
was analyzed for four high-spin nonheme iron proteins between 5
and 20 K, for three high-spin iron porphyrins between 5 and 118
K, and for four high-spin heme proteins between 5 and 150 to 298
K. For the nonheme proteins the zero-field splittings, D, are less
than 0.7 cm21, and the relaxation is dominated by the Orbach and
Raman processes. For the iron porphyrins and heme proteins D is
between 4 and 12 cm21 and the relaxation is dominated by the
Orbach process between about 5 and 100 K and by a local mode at
higher temperatures. The relaxation rates for the heme proteins in
glassy matrices extrapolated to values at room temperature that
are similar to values obtained by NMR relaxivity in fluid solution.
This similarity suggests that for high-spin Fe(III) heme proteins
with effective intramolecular spin–lattice relaxation processes, the
additional motional freedom gained when a relatively large pro-
tein goes from glassy solid to liquid solution at room temperature
has little impact on spin–lattice relaxation. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: Debye temperature; electron spin–lattice relaxation;
high-spin Fe(III); local vibrational mode; methemoglobin; met-
myoglobin; Orbach process; Raman process.

INTRODUCTION

Early studies of electron spin–lattice relaxation for high-
Fe(III) were performed predominantly at temperatures b
about 10 K. The temperature dependence of 1/T1 characteristi
of the Orbach process has been observed by EPR for high
Fe(III) in camphor-bound cytochrome P-450 fromPseudomo
nas putidabetween 1.5 and 2.5 K (D 5 3.5 cm21) (1) for
whale aquo-metmyoglobin in randomly oriented (2, 3) or sin-

le crystal (2) samples between 2 and 4 K (D 5 9.26 (2) or
7.92 cm21 (3)), for aquo-methemoglobin and aquo-metm
globin between 4.2 and 10 K (D 5 7.0 or 7.2 cm21, respec
tively) (4), and for whale fluoro-metmyoglobin in 1:1 wat
glycerol between 2 and 4 K (D 5 6.1 cm21) (2). The influence
of iron spin–lattice relaxation on the hyperfine splitting
Mössbauer spectra of whale aquo-metmyoglobin betwe
and 10 K exhibited the temperature dependence charact
of an Orbach process (5, 6) and above 60 K it was propos
that the Raman process dominated (6). The temperature depe
dence of CW EPR linewidths for aquo-metmyoglobin betw
77 and 180 K in water:glycerol was fitted to the Raman pro
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with a Debye temperature of 116 K (7). The relaxation o
Fe(III) in a single crystal of calcite between 1.4 and 195 K
fitted to a direct process at low temperature and a Ra
process with a Debye temperature of 463 K at higher tem
ature (8). These studies demonstrate the dominance o
Orbach process for heme proteins at low temperatures
suggest that the Raman process may be important at h
temperatures in immobilized samples. The Raman and O
processes are two-phonon processes, which means th
energy to be released to the lattice is the difference betwee
energies of two phonon modes. The Orbach process invo
low-lying excited state. The Raman process involves a vi
excited state. In fluid solution, Fe(III) relaxation rates h
been estimated from NMR proton relaxivity measurem
(9–14) and are of interest to design NMR contrast agents

As part of our studies of the effect of a more rapidly relax
spin on the relaxation rate of a more slowly relaxing spi
obtain interspin distances (15, 16), we seek to understand t
temperature dependence of the relaxation rates for high
Fe(III) at temperatures between 5 and 300 K. In this repor
analyze the temperature dependence of spin–lattice rela
for four nonheme Fe(III) samples with zero-field splittingsD)
less than 0.7 cm21 (1 K) and seven heme Fe(III) samples w
D between 4 and 12 cm21 (5.7 and 18 K). For comparison, da
are included for one Cr(III) (S 5 3

2) complex.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Horse heart myoglobin (Mb, Sigma) was used without
rification. Mutants of sperm whale myoglobin in which val
66 was replaced by cysteine (Mb–V66C) or lysine 98
replaced by cysteine (Mb–K98C) (17) were expressed in ba
eria as described by Springer and Sliger (18). A nitroxyl spin
abel was attached to the cysteines in Mb–V66C and
98C and the heme iron was oxidized to Fe(III) to prep
–Mb–V66C andR–Mb–K98C (17). To form the fluoride
dducts, 200 mM fluoride was added to solutions at pH 6.8
repare the formate adducts (9), 3 M sodium formate pH 7.0
0% glycerol was added and the sample was concentrate
ddition of formate and subsequent sample concentration
epeated several times. Conversion to high-spin iron was
1090-7807/00 $35.00
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press
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116 ZHOU ET AL.
firmed by CW EPR spectra at 15 K. Tris(oxalato) chro
um(III) (Cr(ox)3

32) was prepared by the method of Bailar a
Young (19). 1:1 v:v glycerol was added to the aqueous sam
to ensure glass formation. Sample concentrations after ad
of glycerol were 0.3 to 2 mM and in this concentration ra
the relaxation rates are independent of concentration. Sa
were degassed by three to four freeze–pump–thaw cy
Horse heart Mb–F in sucrose glass was prepared by disso
4.5 mg Mb and 0.3 g sucrose in 3 mL of 30 mM phosp
buffer, pH 7.0, containing 200 mM F2 followed by lyophili-
zation overnight. Horse heart Mb–formate in sucrose glass
prepared by dissolving 4.5 mg Mb and 0.3 g sucrose in 3
of 1 M sodium formate-formic acid buffer, pH 7.0, followed
lyophilization overnight. The sucrose glasses were place
EPR tubes that were evacuated overnight to remove res
water and back-filled with a partial pressure of helium.

Spin–lattice relaxation rates, 1/T1, for the Fe(III) complexe
up to about 106 s21 were measured by 3-pulse inversion rec-

ry on a Bruker ESP380E spectrometer. For Cr(ox)3
32 1/T1 was

determined by saturation recovery on a locally constru
spectrometer (20). Experimental data were fitted to a sin
exponential using a nonlinear least-squares algorithm. F
the data to the sum of two exponentials frequently were b
than to a single exponential. However, the temperature d
dence was essentially the same for the time constants ob
by the single- and double-exponential fits. Because there i
scatter in the time constants obtained from the single-expo
tial fits, these values were used in the analysis of the tem
ature dependence of the relaxation rates. Deviations fr
single exponential may be due to a distribution in relaxa
rates.

For Mb–F,R–Mb–F, Mb–formate, andR–Mb–formate th
linewidths of the EPR signals in the CW spectra are temp
ture dependent above about 15 K. In this temperature rang
electron spin relaxation time constantT2 was determined from
he temperature-dependent contribution to the linewidth15)
nd the assumption was made thatT1 5 T2. For the iron

porphyrins and heme proteins the relaxation rate at ca. 5 K is
orientation dependent, but rates at temperatures above ab
K are not orientation dependent (15, 16). The data analyzed
his study were obtained in the perpendicular plane (g ; 6).
There is no interference from the spin label signal in this re
of the spectrum and the iron relaxation rate was not impa
by the presence of the spin label.

Temperatures between 4.2 and 70 K were obtained wi
Oxford 935 cryostat on the ESP380E or an Oxford ESR90
the saturation recovery spectrometer. Temperatures be
90 and 298 K were obtained with a Varian liquid-nitrog
cooled-gas flow system. The temperature at the sample re
to the Oxford readout was calibrated by replacing the sa
with a tube containing a thermocouple immersed in 1:1 H2O:
glycerol. The estimated uncertainty in temperature is a
1 K.

In addition to the data obtained for these samples, previo
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published data for the temperature dependence of 1/T1 for
ris(oxalato)ferrate (Fe(ox)3

32) (21), iron transferrin carbona
FeTfCO3) (21), iron transferrin oxalate (FeTfoxalate) (21),
ron enterobactin bound to iron proteinA (FeEnt) (22), iron
etratolylporphyrin fluoride (FeTTPF) (15), iron tetratolylpor
hyrin chloride (FeTTPCl) (15), iron tetratolylporphyrin bro
ide (FeTTPBr) (15), methemoglobin fluoride (Hb–F) (16),
nd aquo methemoglobin (Hb–H2O) (16) were analyzed. Un-
ertainties inT1 are about 10%.
The experimental data for 1/T1 as a function of temperatu

were fitted to Eq. [1] by minimizing the sum of the residuals
a log–log scale.

1

T1
5 AdirT 1 ARamS T

uD
D J8 SuD

T D 1 Aloc F eD loc/T

~eD loc/T 2 1! 2G
1 AOrb F D Orb

3

eDOrb/T 2 1G 1 AOrb2 F D Orb2
3

eDOrb2/T 2 1G , [1]

whereT is temperature in Kelvins,Adir is the coefficient for th
contribution from the direct process,ARam is the coefficient fo
the contribution from the Raman process,uD is the Debye
temperature,J8 is the transport integral,

J8 SuD

T D 5 E
0

uD/T

x8
ex

~ex 2 1! 2 dx,

A loc is the coefficient for the contribution from a local vib-
tional mode,D loc is the energy for the local mode in Kelvin
AOrb andAOrb2 are the coefficients for the contribution from
Orbach process involving the two excited Kramers’ double
2D and 6D, andDOrb and DOrb2 are the energy separatio
between the ground state and the two excited states fo
Orbach process in Kelvins.

Mathematical expressions for the temperature depende
spin–lattice relaxation are taken from the following referen
Raman process (23, 24), local mode (25), and Orbach proce
26). Equation [1] includes the Orbach process for the mi
ramers’ doublet (DOrb 5 2D) and the upper Kramers’ doub

(DOrb2 5 6D) of the high-spin heme. For each process the
mathematical form of the expression was used to permi
plication over a wide range of temperatures.

Strategy Used in Fitting the Experimental Data

The temperature dependence of 1/T1 for the Raman proce
is distinctive if data are available over a sufficiently w
temperature range and if the Raman process dominates
Raman process has been observed to dominate spin–
relaxation for organic radicals in dilute glassy solutions
tween about 10 and 100 K (27). The direct process results in
linear dependence of 1/T1 on temperature and has been-
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117SPIN–LATTICE RELAXATION RATES FOR HIGH-SPIN Fe(III)
served to dominate at low temperature for a variety of m
ions (28). An approximately linear dependence onT also is

bserved in the high-temperature limit of the Orbach pro
26) and in the high-temperature limit for a local vibratio
ode that can be approximated as a tunneling oscillator24).
imilar ambiguities in assigning relaxation processes
ecause the temperature dependence of 1/T1 is essentially th

same for the Orbach process and for a local mode whe
temperatures are less than the characteristic energy,DOrb or
D loc. Thus when data are available over a limited tempera
range, distinctions between some processes require judg
concerning plausibility of a process for a particular param
netic center.

Since zero-field splittings of the magnitude observed
many high-spin Fe(III) complexes provide low-lying exci
states, the Orbach process is a plausible relaxation proce
Fe(III) complexes. Literature values ofD are: Fe(ox)3

32, 0.09 to
0.20 cm21 (0.13 to 0.28 K) depending upon the lattice (29);
FeTfCO3 and FeTfoxalate, 0.25–0.27 cm21 (0.36–0.39 K
(30, 31); FeEnt, 0.50 cm21 (0.71 K) (32); FeTPPF,;4 cm21

(;5.7 K) (15); FeTPPCl, 6.0 to 8.0 cm21 (8.6–11.4 K) (33–
37); FeTPPBr, 12.5 cm21 (17.9 K) (38); Mb–F and Hb–F, 5.
to 6.5 cm21 (8.4 to 9.3 K) (2, 39–42); Mb–H2O and Hb–H2O,
;8 to 11 cm21 (11.4 to 15.7 K) (2, 3, 16); and Cr(ox)3

32, 0.68
to 0.78 cm21 (0.97 to 1.1 K) (43–45).

For each sample, the temperature dependence of 1/T1 was
fitted with the smallest number of contributing processes
sistent with the experimental data. The resulting best-fi
rameters are given in Table 1. In the least-square procedD
was held within620% of median literature values. Chang

TAB
Relaxation Processes fo

Sample Lattice
Temperature

range (K) Orb

Cr(ox)3
32 H2O:glyc 15–70 3.63 1

Fe(ox)3
32 H2O:glyc 7–30 1.43 1

FeTfoxalate H2O:glyc 5–20 1.03 1
FeTfCO3 H2O:glyc 5–20 7.63 1
FeEnt H2O:glyc 6–20 3.43 1
FeTTPF toluene 4.5–118 2.03 1

eTTPCl toluene 4.6–117 1.53 1
eTTPBr toluene 4.5–118 9.43 1
b–F H2O:glyc 4.8–298 1.93 1

Mb–Fd H2O:glyc 2–4 6.13 1
Hb–F H2O:glyc 4.2–150 2.43 1
Mb–formate H2O:glyc 4.6–298 6.43 1

b–H2O
d H2O:glyc 2–4 9.93 1

Hb–H2O H2O:glyc 4.3–150 2.03 1

a Energies (2D, uD, D loc) are in Kelvin.
b Process makes small contribution in temperature range examined s
c AOrb was set equal toAOrb2 in the fitting procedure.
d To be consistent with the form of Eq. [1], values of the coefficientAOrb rep

were converted to s21 K23 by dividing by (2D) 3.
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AOrb or AOrb2 by 10–20%, without compensating change
other parameters, caused a significant increase in the sta
deviation for the fitted line. Errors in the coefficientsAOrb and
AOrb2 are correlated with errors inD because increasing t
characteristic energy requires increasing the coefficient t
tain approximately the same relaxation rate at a parti
temperature. Although the overall fit function is dependen
both AOrb and AOrb2, the fit at lower temperatures is mo
sensitive toAOrb than toAOrb2. Uncertainties in the temperatu
calibrations at the lower temperatures could cause syste
errors inAOrb that can be partially compensated by change
AOrb2. The values ofARam anduD obtained for the samples w
small D are quite uncertain because of the overlap with
Orbach process. For the samples in which a local mode
invoked, its contribution was significant over a relatively n
row range of temperatures well belowD loc, which makes the fi
parameters quite uncertain. Thus the numerical values of
of the fit parameters are quite uncertain, despite the fact th
overall shapes of the plots of log(1/T1) vs log(T) clearly
require contributions from several types of relaxation
cesses.

RESULTS

The slopes of plots of log(1/T1) vs log(T) for Cr(ox)3
32 and

FeEnt are approximately 2 (Fig. 1). Thus, 1/T1 varies approx-
imately asT2. A similar temperature dependence of log(1/T1)

as observed for Fe(ox)3
32, FeTfoxalate, and FeTfCO3, which

also haveD less than about 1 K. This is the tempera
dependence expected in the high temperature limit fo

1
igh-Spin Complexesa

h,AOrb, AOrb2, 2D Raman,AR, uD Local, A loc, D loc

2.0 1.2 3 107, 85 1.0 3 107b, 300
1.4 3 103c, 0.43 4.7 3 107, 65
1.0 3 103c, 0.70 1.6 3 107, 52
7.6 3 102c, 0.86 2.7 3 107, 52
3.4 3 102c, 1.4 2.3 3 107, 52
1.7 3 104, 11
1.4 3 104, 18
1.0 3 102, 32
1.9 3 103, 14 4.5 3 109b, 1000
na, 17.5
5.8 3 102, 17 2.7 3 109b, 300
1.1 3 103, 23 2.9 3 1010b, 700
na, 26.3
3.9 3 103, 30

arameters are very uncertain.

d in units of s21 by Scholeset al. Biochim. Biophys. Acta244,206–210 (1971
LE
r H

ac

02b,
03,
03,
02,
02,
03,
04,
04,
03,
03,
03,
03,
03,
04,
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118 ZHOU ET AL.
Raman process. The onset of limiting behavior occurs
smaller fraction ofuD in glasses than in crystalline sol
because of the greater role of low frequency vibration
glasses (46, 47) than in crystals; however, it is still not pla
sible that the Debye temperature is low enough to be in
high temperature limit at 10 K. The temperature dependen
the relaxation rates for these five samples could not be fit
the Raman process alone and required a contribution
another process that makes a significant contribution at l
temperatures. That process could be modeled either a
direct process or as an Orbach process. Since the zero
splitting provides low-lying excited states, an Orbach pro
was selected to give the fits shown in Fig. 1 and the param
shown in Table 1. Since all of the relaxation rate data for t
complexes were obtained at temperatures much larger thD,
he data are in the high-temperature limit for the Orb
rocess, and it is not possible to distinguish between
ontributions from the excited states at 2D and 6D. Therefore

the coefficients for these two contributions were assumed
equal. Comparable agreement between experimental an
culated temperature dependence of 1/T1 could be obtained b
using the direct process instead of the Orbach process
low-temperature contribution. For Cr(ox)3

32 a small additiona
contribution at higher temperatures was modeled as a
mode.

The temperature dependence of 1/T1 for FeTTPX (Fig. 2)is

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence ofX-band spin–lattice relaxation ra
for 1.0 mM Cr(ox)3

32 in 1:1 water:glycerol (1) measured at the g' turning
point and for 0.2 mM FeEnt in 1:1 water:glycerol ({) (22). The solid lines
through the data are the fits obtained using Eq. [1] and the parameters in
1. The individual contributions are: (– –) Orbach process involving ex
states at 2D and 6D, (– - –) Raman process, and (– - - –) local mode.
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substantially different from that observed for the non-h
iron samples. Above 20 to 30 K the slopes of the plot
log(1/T1) vs log(T) for FeTTPX are about 1, as expected
the high-temperature limit of the Orbach process. The u
temperature for the measurements on these samples (1
was limited by the softening temperature (;120 K) of the
oluene glass (48). It is assumed thatD for FeTTPX, X 5 F,
Cl, Br, is approximately the same as for the analogous
complex and thus is in the range of 4 to 12.5 cm21 (15, 33–38).
Over the temperature interval for which data were availa
the temperature dependence of 1/T1 for FeTTPX could be
fitted using only the Orbach process with excited states aD
and 6D (Table 1).

For Hb–F up to about 100 K, and for Hb–aquo, the tem
ature dependence of 1/T1 (Fig. 3)is similar to that observed f
the iron(III) porphyrins (Fig. 2). Data for Hb–F and Hb–aq
extend to higher temperatures than for the iron porph
because the glass softening temperature is higher for 1:1 w
glycerol than for toluene. The simulated curves for Hb–F
Hb–aquo (Fig. 3) are dominated by the Orbach process
excited states at 2D and 6D (Table 1). For Hb–F, an addition
process, which was modeled as a local mode, makes a
stantial contribution above about 100 K.

Figure 4 includes values of 1/T1 in the perpendicular plan
(g ; 6) for Mb–F,R–Mb–F, Mb–formate, andR–Mb–formate in
1:1 water:glycerol and for Mb–F and Mb–formate in suc

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence ofX-band spin–lattice relaxation ra
for thems 5 61

2 transitions for 1.0 mM FeTTPF (1) and for FeTTPBr ({) in
oluene (15). The solid lines through the data are the fits obtained using E
nd the parameters in Table 1. The individual contributions to the relax

or FeTTPF are: (– –) Orbach process involving excited state at 2D and (– - –
rbach process involving excited state at 6D.

ble
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119SPIN–LATTICE RELAXATION RATES FOR HIGH-SPIN Fe(III)
glass. Within experimental uncertainty, relaxation rates fo
Fe(III) in the spin-labeled sperm whale variants were the sam
in the wild-type horse heart myoglobin at the same temperatu
data were combined. Between about 100 and 160 K iron r
ation rates for horse heart Mb–F and Mb–formate were obt
in both 1:1 water:glycerol and in the sucrose glass and com
sons indicate that there is not a significant difference betwee
values of 1/T1 obtained in the two hosts. The shapes of the cu
n Fig. 4 indicate that the relaxation rates between about 5 an

are dominated by the Orbach process. The linewidth of the
PR signal for Mb–formate in room temperature solutio
lightly narrower than the signal for Mb–aquo (49). We therefore

assumed that the ZFS for Mb–formate is somewhat smalle
for Mb–aquo (D ; 9.5 cm21) andD 5 8 cm21 (2D 5 23 K) was
used in the simulations of the spin–lattice relaxation data
Mb–formate. The shapes of the plots in Fig. 4 indicate tha
additional process makes a substantial contribution to the
ation above about 100 K for Mb–formate and above about 2
for Mb–F, and these processes were modeled as local mod

DISCUSSION

The temperature dependence of the spin–lattice relax
rates, 1/T1, is substantially different for Cr(ox)3

32 and nonhem

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence ofX-band spin–lattice relaxation ra
for the ms 5 61

2 transitions for Hb–F (1) and for Hb–H2O ({) in 1:1
water:glycerol (16). The solid lines through the data are the fits obtained u
Eq. [1] and the parameters in Table 1. The individual contributions to
relaxation are: (– –) Orbach process involving excited state at 2D, (– - –)

rbach process involving excited state at 6D, and (– - - –)local mode. Th
data points at 298 K are values ofT1e obtained by analysis of NMR spin–latti
relaxation rates for water protons in solutions of Hb–F or Hb–aquo (9–14).
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on

iron(III) samples withD less than about 1 cm (Fig. 1) than
for the heme iron(III) samples withD substantially greater tha

cm21 (Figs. 2–4). For Cr(ox)3
32 (Fig. 1) the temperatu

dependence of the relaxation was fitted with an Orbach pr
that dominated below about 20 K, the Raman process
dominated between about 30 and 60 K, and increasing c
butions from a local mode above about 60 K. The relaxa
rates for Cr31 in a crystal of MgO are about three orders
magnitude slower than for Cr(ox)3

32 and the temperature d-
pendence of 1/T1 was fitted to a sum of the direct process,
Raman process, and a local vibrational mode with an ener
537 K (50), although a contribution from an Orbach proc

oes not appear to have been considered. For Cr31 in MgO the
aman process dominated between about 30 and 40 K.
xcept for the assignment of the lowest temperature proce
irect rather than Orbach, the relaxation processes for C31 in

MgO are similar to those for Cr(ox)3
32. The slower relaxatio

rates for Cr31 in MgO than for Cr(ox)3
32 probably are the resu

of the much smaller zero-field splitting in the high-symm
cubic site of MgO than in the lower symmetry oxalate c
plex.

For the nonheme Fe(III) samples with small zero-field s
tings, the Raman process dominates the relaxation above
15 K. The Debye temperatures obtained for Cr(ox)3

32 and
Fe(ox)3

32 are 85 and 65 K, which are smaller than observe

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence ofX-band spin–lattice relaxation ra
for the ms 5 61

2 transitions for Mb–F andR–Mb–F (1) and for Mb–format
andR–Mb–formate ({) in 1:1 water:glycerol and in a sucrose glass. The s
lines through the data are the fits obtained using Eq. [1] and the parame
Table 1. The individual contributions to the relaxation for Mb–F andR–Mb–F
are: (– –) Orbach process involving excited state at 2D and (– - –) Orbac
process involving excited state at 6D. The contribution to the relaxation
Mb–formate andR–Mb–formate from a local mode (– - - –) also is shown.
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120 ZHOU ET AL.
1:1 water:glycerol for small organic radicals and transi
metal complexes withS 5 1

2 (uD 5 112 to 120 K) (27).
Similarly, the Debye temperatures obtained for FeTfoxa
FeTfCO3, and FeEnt (52 K) are smaller than observed
low-spin hemes (uD 5 78 to 80 K) (27). The small temperatu
interval over which data were obtained for the nonheme Fe
samples and the overlap with the Orbach process may
significant uncertainty in the values of the Debye tempera
Data were not obtained at high enough temperatures to e
ate the possible contributions of local modes to the relax
rates for the nonheme iron.

For the iron porphyrins and heme proteins (Figs. 2–4
relaxation rates between 5 and about 100 K were dominat
the Orbach process. If the coefficients for the Raman pro
for the iron porphyrins and heme proteins were similar to t
observed for the nonheme proteins, the contribution o
Raman process to the relaxation rates for the porphyrin
heme samples would be negligible compared to the Or
process. At higher temperatures an additional process
observed for Hb–F, Mb–formate, and Mb–F that was mod
as a local mode. The characteristic energies for these
modes are very uncertain because the contributions from
processes were relatively small in the temperature range
which experimental data were obtained, and the highest
perature at which data were obtained is well belowD loc.

Coefficients of the Orbach Contribution

The coefficients of the Orbach contributions are summa
in Table 1. The values ofAOrb, the coefficient for the proce
involving the excited state at 2D, obtained from fitting data fo
Mb–F and Hb–F between 5 and 298 or 150 K are with
factor of 3 of those obtained previously for Mb–F betwee
and 4 K (2) and the value for Hb–H2O is within a factor of 2
of that reported for Mb–H2O (2) (Table 1). The agreeme

etween coefficients obtained in such different temper
ntervals supports the assertion that the Orbach relax
rocess dominates over a wide temperature interval fo
eme proteins. There is not a clear pattern in the relative v
f the coefficients for the Orbach contributions from the
ited states at 2D and 6D. So, to qualitatively examine tren

in the effectiveness of the Orbach process in inducing s
lattice relaxation, the sum ofAOrb 1 AOrb2 is plotted as
function of 2D in Fig. 5. Within the set of iron porphyrin
FeTPPX, the sum of the coefficients increases as 2D increases
as expected if modulation of the zero-field splitting domin
the relaxation. Similarly, within the series of heme prot
there is a general trend toward larger coefficients as 2D in-
creases. However, for comparable values of 2D the coefficient
for the heme proteins are much smaller than for the
porphyrins (Table 1, Fig. 5). Modulation of the zero-fi
splitting by motion of the axial ligands is likely to be
significant contribution to the relaxation. In the heme prote
the axial ligands are hydrogen bonded (51, 52) to water mol
n
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ecules or protein side chains, which substantially restrict
motional freedom of the ligands compared with that in
small molecules, which may account for the smaller co
cients,AOrb andAOrb2. Similarly, in studies ofS 5 1

2 complexe
it was observed that the coefficients of the Raman process
larger for more flexible molecules than for rigid molecu
(27, 53). We propose that molecular flexibility is a signific
factor in the coefficients for both the Raman and Orb
processes.

Relaxation Rates at Room Temperature

The relaxation rates for high-spin Fe(III) in fluid solution
room temperature have been calculated from the effects
rapidly relaxing iron on the relaxation rate for water prot
measured by NMR. The calculated values are model depe
so there is a substantial spread in the resulting values. W
the uncertainty of those values there does not appear to
difference between hemoglobin and myoglobin so we g
the values by axial ligand rather than by protein. For Hb–F
Mb–F the calculated values of the electron spin relaxation
constant,T1, at room temperature range from 3.53 10211 to
9 3 10210 s with a median value of about 23 10210 s (9–13)
and for Hb–H2O and Mb–H2O the values range from 4.43
10211 to 2.83 10210 with a median value of about 83 10211

s (10–12, 14). The median values are included in Fig. 3, wh
shows that extrapolation of the data for Hb–F and Hb–aq
glassy 1:1 water:glycerol gives values in reasonable agree
with the fluid solution data, particularly when the uncerta
in the fluid solution values is taken into account. Extrapola

FIG. 5. Dependence of the combined coefficients of the Orbach pr
( Aorb 1 Aorb2) obtained by fitting the temperature dependence of 1/T1, on the
zero-field splitting, 2D, for the series of Fe(III) compounds: nonheme iron w
small zero-field splittings ({), iron porphyrins (1), and heme proteins (F).
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of the fitted curve for Mb–formate in glassy 1:1 water:glyc
and in glassy sucrose givesT1 5 1.6 3 10210 s at 298 K. The
somewhat longer extrapolated value for Mb–formate than
culated from NMR relaxivity for Mb–H2O and Hb–H2O in
solution is in the direction expected ifD is somewhat smalle
for Mb–formate than for Mb–H2O. The T1 values obtaine
from the EPR linewidths are for thems 5 61

2 transition. The
NMR values are averages for allms values. Transitions involv-
ng ms 5 63

2 andms 5 65
2 may have shorterT1 than forms 5

61
2 (54), which also would make the values ofT1 determined

by NMR shorter than the values calculated from the E
linewidths. For these large molecules with relatively effic
processes for electron spin relaxation it appears that the
tional motional freedom that is gained by going from the gla
solid to fluid solution at room temperature has little impac
the spin–lattice relaxation. For Mb–F, the value ofT1 in the
sucrose glass at 298 K is 7.23 10210 s, which is about a facto
of 3.5 longer than the median value in fluid solution. In gla
sucrose, Mb–F has the longestT1 of the hemes studied. Wh
T1 in the glassy phase is this long near 298 K, the additi
motion that occurs in fluid solution may make a more sig
icant contribution to the relaxation than is observed for he
that relax more quickly in the glassy state.

In aqueous solution the dependence of the EPR linew
for Fe(H2O)6

31 and related lower symmetry small-molec
complexes on temperature, viscosity, and external mag
field strength were examined (55, 56). It was concluded thatT2

is determined by collisions with solvent molecules that m
ulate the zero-field splitting with correlation times of about3
10212 s (55, 56). These collisions also may dominateT1 for
mall Fe(III) complexes in fluid solution (57). The modulation
f the zero-field splitting for a metal bound inside a protei

ikely to be dominated by motions of protein side chains ra
han solvent molecules. Even in the “solid” or glassy s
here is substantial motion of atoms in proteins (58), exceeding
hat expected solely for vibrations (59). A further indication o
he motional freedom of atoms in solid samples of protein
n optical spectroscopy study of myoglobin which found

he protein was glass-like below 180 K and liquid-like at hig
emperatures (60, 61). Thus, it seems plausible, that in a m
lloprotein, the motions that modulate the zero-field split
nd cause spin–lattice relaxation may not change substa
n going from a glassy solid to fluid solution. If the spin–lat
elaxation is dominated by motion of protein atoms, chang
he environment surrounding the protein may have little e
n spin–lattice relaxation.

omparison with Low-Spin Hemes

For low-spin heme the temperature dependence ofT1 at
X-band between about 5 and 100 K was modeled with a s
contribution from the direct process, the Raman process
either a local mode or a thermally activated process w
characteristic energy of about 175 cm21 (27). The relaxation i
l
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nd
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attributed to modulation of spin–orbit coupling. For metm
globin the spin–lattice relaxation rates are faster for high-
than for low-spin Fe(III) below 40–50 K, but rates are fa
for low-spin than for high-spin at higher temperatures.
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